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A CULTURE-FREE PERFORMANCE TEST OF LEARNING APTITUDE1

James K. Arima
Nava l Postgraduate School

From World War I to the late l950s, standardized mental tests with
nationally based norms became widely used for selection , placement, and
classifi cation decisions. Their great acceptance was due, in large part,
to their role in furthering the American concept of an egalitarian society
(Ho l zman , 1971). Th at is, decisions of considerable importance to indi-
viduals coul d be made on the basis of merit, gi ven a person ’s score on
an objecti ve test of ability with the requisite reliability and validity .

The Armed Services were leaders in the testing movement, and the
use of the Army Al pha and Beta tests in World War I has been identified
with the beginning of the testing movement in which large numbers of
persons are routinely tested for selection and placement. Nearly two
million people were given the tests during the course of the war, and
the results provided much of the information for later studies of demo-
graphic, soc ioeconom ic, and cultural differences in intelligence and
ability (Matarazzo, 1972). Worl d War II saw a similar en~has is on mass
testing and the development of the Army General Classification Test
(r-lel ton, 1957). Aga i n , the results of the testing program provided large
amou nts of va l uable informa ti on for sc ient i f ic study tha t wen t far beyond
the limi ted purposes for which tests were originally administered. Even-
tually, the AGCT was made availabl e in comercial form for sale to
qualified users in the general public.

In the post-World War II years, the Armed Forces Qualification
Test (AFQT) wi th a scoring in readily understandable percentiles became
the standard , general test of mental ability for the services. The AFQT
designation of mental categories is still in use today. Throughout
these develo pments , sepcial-purpose tests were also being created by the
in di vidual serv ices un ti l a common entrance test was no lon ger the rule -
with the advent of the All Volunteer Force (Melton, 1957; Windle and
Vallance , 1964). More recently, however , an emphas is on efficiency i n
the testing program on the part of Congress and the Defense Secretariat
has seen the emergence of the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery
(ASVAB) as a common test of general aptitude for military service . A
fo rm of the ASVAB is also used in ci vilian, secondary schools in the
Hi gh School Testing Program managed by the Armed Forces Vocational
Testing Group (AFVTG).

11 am indebted to Peter A. Young -for running the subjects and collect-
in g and analyz i ng the da ta as a part of h is mas ter ’s thesis (Young,
1975) .  Paul Sparks crea ted the ins trume nta ti on for the exper imental
administration of the test. The terms culture-free and culture-fair
will be used to mean the same thing indiscriminately.
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The growth an d apparen t success of the tes ting movemen t has not
been without its critics and detractors. The criticism did not reach
social signifi cance until the mi ddle and late sixties when many of our
in stit utions were put to severe test with a reexam ina ti on of our value
systems and the emergence of new concepts for improving the quality of
life in America. The routine testing of job applicants took a severe
setback in the Grlggs et al. vs. Duke Power Company decision of the
U.S. Supreme Court when it ruled that a test could not be used as a
selection devi ce unless the measured abilities represented by the scores
on the test were shown to be required for acceptable performance on the
job. This decision had at least two implications for testing. One, ob-
viously, related to the tradi tional concept of the predictive validi ty
of tests, and the other was with respect to the use made of tests.

Regarding the predi ctive validi ty of tests, the court ’s dec ision
was qui te telling, since most tests predict intermediate criteria well--
such as normatively scored achievement tests--but not more distant ,
more ul timate cri ter ia, such as occupational success (Goslin , 1968).
This situation is particularly prevalent in such large institutions as
the military (Thomas, l972a , 1972b) and the nation ’s educat ional systen~.The question of the use, or misuse , of tests focuses on the results
that testing programs produce. The argument has been that di fferential
prediction or classifi cation of individuals resul t s when they are cate-
gorized on the basis of ethnic and socioeconomic backgrounds. Broadly
stated, differential prediction means that the proportion of indi vi duals
who , for exampl e, pass a selection cutoff score is not the same for the
different categorical groups. Such differential prediction has been
labeled bias because culturally depri ved persons have not had the oppor-
tunity to master the material content of the tests nor to develop the
test-taking motivation , ex per ience , and specific skills of other groups
of persons ( Gosl in , 1968). The bias is usually attributed to the test,
ra ther than to the uses made of the test, but the argument is not en-
tirely convincing (Green, 1975). Even on a strictly psychometric basis,
several di fferent definitions of bias are possible (Hunter, Schmidt, and
Rauschenberger, 1977).

While the Armed Services have managed to escape severe criticism
in the past, there are signs that the situation is changing. The use
of the ASVAB in the High School Testing Program recently received very
sharp criticism from Lee J. Cronbach , and the Office of Management and
Budget (0MB) has instituted a series of inqui ries into the management
of their testing programs on the part of the several services.

Compl icating the issues of test validi ty and test usage as sources
of bias is the argument wi th respect to the roles of heredi ty and envi ron-
ment in the determination of a measured, mental ability-—such as
intelligence . I-f, as argued by Jensen (1968a), heredity plays the
predominant role by a margin of as much as 2-to—i , then the cul tural
depri vation argument loses considerable weight. That is , the important

2
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differences exist , more or less , independent of environmental factors.
On the other hand , if it is argued that the range of performance capa-
bil ities at a fixed hereditary level is broad and essentially unpre-
di ctable due to the infl uence of many envi ronomental factors (Feldman
and Lewontin , 1975), then the role of cultural a-nd socioeconomi c
factors in causing the differential predi ction of testing programs must
be acknowledged and corrected. A deceptively simpl e sol ution would be
to create tests that are culture free . Presumably, a culture—free
test would be measuring the “real” or heredi tary potential--the genotype—-
of the person being tested . But , if an operational definition of an
unbiased , culture-free test is that all categories of cul tural groups
have the same mean and distribution function on the test, the use of such
a test for selection is highly likely to result in di fferential outcomes
on some cri terion measure , such as the ability to complete a course of
training within a prescribed or reasonable period of time. The test has
been made culture free , but it has little or no predictive validi ty.
The argument could be made that the faul t lies in the criterion, and
not the test. In this case , a third fundamental question regarding
the testing movement arises , and that is the construct validi ty of a
test or what is the test supposed to be measuring? (Goslin , 1968).

As explained in the preceding argument, the creation of a
culture-free test places a greater burden on the construct validi ty of
the test rather than its predictive validity , since it may not be
possible to determi ne the latter in the traditional manner. In addi-
tion to escaping cri ticism for being biased, a culture—free test of
mental ability with high construct validi ty would be of great val ue to
the milltary services and other large institutions that face increasingly
difficult problems in personnel procurement owing to the shrinking of
the pool from which new recrui ts must be obtained (Congressional Budget
Offi ce , 1977). Un der these ci rcums tances , if standards are not to be
lowe red, means must be found to identify individuals with high native
ability who do not score wel l on tradi tional tests. It was the purpose
of this project to explore the possiblity of developing such a test that
was relatively culture-free, had high construct validi ty with respect -

to i dentifying indi vi duals of high native ability ,and wou l d be feas ib le
and practical to administer in the military testing environment.

TEST DEVELOPMENT

THE MODEL

The fi rst problem in developing the test was to find a model upon
which to build the test. A model , in this usage, is a procedure or
paradi gm that reliab ly elicits for quantitati ve measurement a behavior
that is the result of a cogniti ve process that is frequently involved
in many situat ions i n real l ife. Models of this sort woul d be av ai l able
in such traditional experimental areas as learning and memory, informa-
tion processing, problem solving, and decision making. It was felt that
most of the paradi çms for information processing placed an overly hi gh

3
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emphasis on verbal behavior and materials and that this feature woul d
make it di fficult to achieve a culture-free test. The problem-
solving paradi gm was thought to be inappropriate for test construction
from a reliability and measurement standpoint , since an attempt to con-
trol and standardi ze the set or approach an i ndi vidual takes would tend
to destroy the objectives of the paradigm, itself , which encourages
experimentation by the subject . Al so , the freq’ :-~ncy of chance or “a
ha” solutions would tend to make test scoring diffi cult , categori cal , and
unreliable. The decision—making paradigm was not considered appropriate
because of the paradi gm’s reliance on value systems in the elicited
behavior--val ue systems developed through life experiences and very much
the product of an indi vidual ’s culture.

This left the area of learning as a logical choi ce for the model .
Learning paradi gms have been the traditional vehicle of the majori ty of
research in the behavioristi c tradition , and learning ability is gen-
erally recognized as an important ingredient in an indivi dual ’s adapta-
tion to a job. In the industrial engineer ’s a rmamentari um , the
“learning curve” i s an important ingred ient for an ent i re product i on
process. There are many reli able measures of the learning process--at
least in the aggregate. And the law of effect, in its empirical form,
is wi thout precedence among the many, so—called “laws” in psychology.
As quoted and discussed by Estes (1974), Thorndike believed that intel-
lect is the ability to learn and that estimates of intellect shoul d be
estimates of the ability to learn . In another sense, Thornd ike bel ieved
that intellect is the ability to learn more things or to learn the same
things more quickly. Typical intelligence tests that sample the products
an indivi dual is able to produce seem to be assessing intelligence with
respect to the amount of stored information , knowledge, and intellectual
skills , whereas the typical experimental learning paradi gm would seem to
consider the rate of learning as a measure of intellectual performance.

Wi thin the field of learning, visual discrimination learning was
selected as the general paradi gm in which to build the test because it
has been wi dely used at many phylogenetic levels to study the evolution
of intelligence (Bitterman, 1965, 1975). There is also an extensive
l iterature in the visual discrimination learning of human subjects as
well (Green and O ’Connell , 1969). The typical paradi gm for visual
discri mination learning i nvolves two or more di ss imi lar , visual stimul i
of which one has been arbitratily designated as correct. The organism
learns to respond to the correct alternative--e.g., peck the middle
disc--by being reinforced for making the correct choice.

Examination of the Green and O’Connell (1969) bibliography will
show that most of the experimental tasks in visual discrimination learn-
ing have been relatively simple owing to the design of such tasks for
an imals , ch i l d ren , and retardates. The visual discrimination learning
situation has been made more complex by manipulating reinforcement
contingencies or the quality of reinforcements. In their altered form,
emphasis has been on such phenomena as reversal learning, probability
learning, and the effects of partial reinforcement and incentive con-
trasts. Bitter-man has shown that the acquisition (learning) curve may
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be very similar for all organisms , but the switch to one of the other
condit ions following ori ginal learning has led to qualitati vel y
different behaviors by different spec~c-s . Thus , it would be highly
des irable to adhere to the basic learning paradi gm but make the task
more demanding for the human sUbject. This could be done by having an
indi vidual learn several discri mi nations simultaneously, which shall be
cal led mul tiple discrirination learning. Except for the fact that
pictorial materia ls would be used , the situation woul d be ve ry similar
to ve rbal discriminat ion learning (Eckert and Kanak , 1972). in a
typical verbal discrimination learning experi ment , a list of several
word pai rs is created in which one member of each pair has been desig-
nated as the correct alternative. The pairs , referred to as i tems,
are presented indivi dually and a complete presentation of the list is
a trial. The subject instrumentally learns the correct alternatives by
being reinforced when the correct member of the word pai r is vocalized.
Arima (1974) has show n that the paradigm is very robust in the sense
that the learning rate is constant regardless of the number of alterna-
ti ves (up to four) presented in a stimulus (item) as long as the informa-
tion presentation rate is also constant. The key to determining this
relationship was the measurement of information content in terms of
Shannon bits ‘a rid learning in terms of the information transmission rate.

To recapitulate , the mode l for the test was a visual discrimination
paradi gm presented in the manner of verbal discri mination learning
experiments . That is , the model calls for the subject to learn several
visual discri minations simultaneously, a process that will be referred
to as multiple discrimination learning.

STIMULUS MATERIALS

Construction of a multiple discrimination learning test required
a relatively large set of stimuli that were homogeneous , yet discrim—
inable , and which were as free of cultural infl uence or implications as
possible. Homogeneity of stimulus materi al s was desired so that each of
the stimulus pairs within a “ list” coul d be of comparable difficul ty
and so that any stimul us pair would be representati ve of the test task.
Geometri c shapes were eliminated because of their limi ted numbers and
the possibility that their familiari ty and association values might be
linked with cultura l variables . Color , hue , and bri ghtness were also
rej ected because of the difficulty in production and replication and be-
cause difficulties in sensory discrimi nation might result when a large
number of items was required. Additionally, there would be the problem
of using the test with colorblind individuals. For these reasons , two—
dimensional , black -and-white patterns of uniform size were investigated.
The set of 30, two-dimensional , random-shaped , metric polygons used by
Arnoult (1956) were found to fit the requirements admirably. They are
shown in Figure 1. Moreover, they had already been categorized , as a
group, as figures having high discriminabi lity .

Prior to constructing pairs and lists of items using the forms,
it was necessary to obtain measures of the pair-wise similari ty of the

5
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FIGURE 1. Shapes selected for use in assembling
stimulus lists.

(I am indebted to Dr. Malcolm D. Arnoult of Texas
Christian University for providing me the original
prints for this application.)

6
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forms and to develop a set of pairs for which there would be assurance
that either member would be likely to be chosen as a correct alternative
on a fi rst (guess) trial . It was particularly necessary to develop
pairs with an a priori choice of 50-50 for either member so that the in-
formation content (uncertainty) of each i tem woul d be at a maximum (1
bit) and constant within all lists . The similarity measure was desi red
because similari ty had been found to be a signifi cant vari able affecting
lea rning rate in verba l learning under some conditions . Accordingly, it
was assured that similari ty among and between the stimuli should be con-
trolled in constructing the test i tems.

In order to obtain empirical values for these relationships among
the forms, a small , data-gathering experiment was conducted. The 30
stimul us polygons were arranged in pairs . All possible pairs were con-
structed under the constraint that an item would not be paired with it-
self. Left-ri ght order wi thi n a given pai r was not considered. This
resulted in the assembly of (30 x 29)/2 = 435 di fferent pairings . These
pai rs were then arranged in three col umns on sheets . Three separate
booklets , each con ta i n i ng 145 pairs , were const ructed and distri buted to
60 graduate students at the Naval Postgraduate School . Each subject
received a single booklet selected at random from the three, and was
asked to perform two separate tasks--selection of one item from each pair
and rating of the degree of similari ty seen between the items of each
pair. Subjects were told that one item in each pair had been arbitrari ly
des ignated as “correct ,” i.e., the desired response, and were asked to
designate that item which they thought to be the “correct” response. This
selection was to be made with the knowledge that designation of the “cor-
rect” response was made completely arbi trarily.

Subjects were cautioned to make thei r choices solely on the basis
of a given pair alone , and wi thout regard to previous se lections . This
exercise was intended to simulate as closely as possible the condition of
facing a stimulus pair in a fo rced-choice situation wi th no prior know-
ledge of the correct item in the pair.

Subject s then went through the list a second time, rating each
pai r as to whether the two items in each appea red to be very similar ,
slightly similar , or dissimilar. Each pair was then assigned a simi l-
arity factor of one , two, or three, respectively.

The choice pre ferences of the 60 s ubjects (20 for each set of 145
pairs ) were translated into percentages and cast into a matrix. In
addition, averages of similari ty ratings given for each pair we re computed
and cast into the same matri x format. Thus pairwise esti mates of choice
preference and item simi lari ty were obtained and placed in usable form.

CONSTRUCTION OF TEST LISTS

A subgroup of pairs was selected from the original 435 that had
been rated. These pairs were singled out on the basis of choice prefer-
ence . Subjects making choices within these pairs had displayed no

7
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signi ficant preference, on the average, for either item in each pair
(selections were distri buted either 50%-50% or 45%-55% between each).
This subgroup was then used to construct the test lists. Since no marked
preference for a given i tem in a pair had been demonstrated, it was felt
that the choice probabilities associated wi th each could be considered
to be “equally likely” for the purposes of eval uati ng the information
content of the choice associated with each pair.

Three stimulus lists of six pairs each were constructed from the
“equally likely” subgroup of pairs . These lists were assembled under the
following constraints with respect to the similari ty vari able:

List I. Figures in each pair were as dissimilar as possible.
In addition, all figures in the entire list were as ‘dissimilar as -

possible. (Within-pair similari ty factors were at least 2.50, averaging
2.60 , while between-pair factors were not less than 1.75, averaging 1.98.)

List II. Figures in each pair we re as similar as possible , but
dissimilari ty between pairs was maintained. (Within—pair similari ty
factors were no greater than 1.95 , averaging 1.58; the between—pair
factors were no less than 1.90, averaging 2.20.)

List III . Figures were as similar as possible; both within each
pai r and between other figures in the list. (Wi thin pai r similari ty
factor was no more than 1.90, averagi ng 1.73; between—pair factor was
no greater than 2.30, averaging 1.92.)

These lists are presented in Figures 2, 3, and 4, respectively.
As can be seen, the lists were constructed in order to present discrimin-
ation tasks of increasing difficul ty. Stimulus items in List I were
chosen to be as iistinguishable as possible , minimizing Intra- and
interpair confusion. Similari ty within pai rs was added in List II, but
each pair was kept as distinguishable as possible from other pairs in
the list. Similari ty was extended to cover all items in List III.
List III , of course, is the most homogeneous.

When lists of six pairs each had been completed, three test lists
of 60 pairs were assembled. Each test list consisted of 10 repetitions
of each of the six pairs of Lists I, II, and III .  Order within these
replicates was random. Left-right order wi thin pai rs was varied in a
random fashion as well wi th the restri ction that a given form was seen
on the right five times and on the left five times . At, least one differ-
ent pair was presented before a given pair was repeated. The poi~góns

’
were not rotated or reversed , but were presented “upr ight” at all tines.

Thus each test subject could be presented a total of 60 pairs of
stimuli. Pairs appeared in no apparent order , and the correct response
was not always on either the right or left side ; subjects were forced to
learn the correct response in each pair solely on the basis of recogni-
tion of the items within that pair alone .

8
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pain *

* pair 2

* pair 3

* pair 4

* pair 5

* pair 6

FIGURE 2. Stimulus List I.
(Least similarity within and
between pairs)
*Indjcatee “correct” shape.
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‘ 4pain *

pair 2 *

* pair 3

pair 4 *

* pair s

* pair 6

FIGURE 3. Stimulus List II.

(Maximum similarity within pairs ; minimum similarity
between pairs.)
*Indjcateg “correct” shape .
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* pair 1

pair 2 *

* pair 3

pair 4 *

* pair S

* pair 6

FIGURE 4. Stimulus List III.
(Maximum similarity both within and between pairs.)
*Indicates “correct” shape.
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TEST APPARATUS

Test apparatus was designed to provi de maximum flexibility in
test administration . The apparatus array used in administering the test
is diagramed in Figure 5. Critical units of the presentation and response
equi pment were secured in place throughout the course of test adminis-
tration. Distance from the subject (edge of table) to the viewing screen
was 42.5 inches (107.95 cm); reinforcement lights were located 8.5 inches
(21 .59 cm) in front of the screen. Stimul us pai rs occupi ed an area on
the screen approximately 6 inches (15.24 cm) high by 9 inches (22.86 cm)
wide .

Stimul us pairs were mounted on 35 rn sl ides, one pair to a slide.
Si nce each l ist was presented a total of 10 times, the 60 slides required
for each list were placed in a carousel . Stimul i were rear projected
onto a Kodak shadow-box screen using a Kodak Ektographic Carousel slide
projector. A neutral light-reduction filter (Kodak Wratten gelatin
fi l ter, no. 96 ND 0.50), rated to reduce light transmission by 50 percent,
was fixed over the projector lens to reduce excessive glare on the screen.

A modified Ohr-tronics eight-channel paper—tape reader was used to
control the reinforcement lights (described below) so that only correct
responses woul d receive reinforcement. Wi ring was accomplished so that
the pul se used to advance the slide projector to the next stimulus pair
also advanced the tape reader. Tapes were punched to coordinate with the
ordering of the stimulus list in use.

The apparatus was designed to permit a machi ne- or self-paced
mode of presentation. Stimul us presentation rate in the machine-paced
mode was controlled by an interval timer. The timer was set to provide
an actuating pul se to both projector and tape reader simul taneously every
4.0 seconds. The time required for the slide projector to cycle from a
presented slide to the next slide was found to be 1.0 second. Since the
projection screen was blank during this cycle time , the stimul us pairs
were visible for only 3.0 seconds before the timer initiated the next
sequence.

Stimulus presentation during the sel f-paced mode was controlled
by either of two identical buttons located on the sides of the response
box. Pressing either of these buttons initiated the electrical pulse
that advanced the slide projector and tape reader. (These buttons were
inacti vated during the machine-paced mode to precl ude accidental dis-
rupti on of the stimulus presentation rate.)

Two identi cal buttons fixed on top of the response box were used
to designate choices. Correct responses were reinforced by one of a
pair of 2.5 watt lights placed on a small box di rectly in front of the
viewing screen. Incorrect responses recei ved no reinforcement. Respon-
ses, regardless of reinforcement, were recorded on a two-channel Clevi te
brush recorder. The tapes thus obtained could be used to confi rm observed
responses, and in the self-paced mode to measure inter-response time and
total test time.
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Twenty-eight volt DC current to power the tape reader and
reinforcement lights was obtained from a Power Designs, Inc.,
Model 3650-S DC Power Supply.

TRIAL ADMINISTRATION

In order to evaluate the characteristics of the constructed test
under conditi ons as close to operational as possibl e, and also to
investigate the appropriateness of the various test parameters (list
length , similari ty, etc.), it was decided to administer the test to
as many subjects as possible during a five-week period in which they
woul d be available.

METHOD

Facilities

Testing was conducted at the Naval Training Center (NTC), San
Diego , Cal ifornia. All testing was performed in an isolated room at
the Personnel Testi ng and Classification Center of the NTC. Since
acti vi ty was planned for both morning and afternoon periods, windows in
the testing room were covered wi th opaque materi al to reduce anti ci-
pated glare from sunlight and to achieve uniform lighting conditions in
the room.

Subjects

Subjects tested were 160 male U.S. Navy recruits at NTC. Ages
ranged from 17 to 26 years, with the average being 19 years. Average
stated schooling level for the group was 12th grade (11.78). School-
ing level within the nonwhite subgroup was slightly higher (12.2 years)
than the group average. Nonwhite subjects were predominantly Negro,
although the sample contained Oriental , Malay (Filipino), and Mexi can-
American recruits as well. Subjects were assigned to the various
test conditi ons i n order of appearance.

Test Design

The experiment was conducted using four test groups. Forty—four
subjects were given the test using self-pacing to control the stimul us
presentati on rate. Test List I was used throughout the self—paced
phase. The remaining three groups used the machine-paced mode to present
the stimulus pairs at a constant rate of one each 4 seconds. In the
three machine-paced phases, 43, 40, and 33 -subjects were tested using
Test Lists I, II , and III , respectively. Tabular representation of
thi s test design is shown in Table 1. There it can be seen that the test
variables were pacing mode (self- and machine-paced) and test list ,
with the latter being nested under the machine—paced mode.
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Table 1.

Test Design

Test Subjects Stimulus
Group (White; Nonwhite) Pacing List

1 44 (31; 13) Self I

2 43 (30; 13) Machine I

3 40 (31; 9) Machine ii

4 33 (29; 4) Machine III

Procedure

Subjects were brought into the testing room in groups of not more
than six. The apparatus was displayed , and the experimental nature of
the testing explained briefly prior to issuing the verbal instructions .
Instructions emphasized the nature of the stimul i , what was requi red of
the subject in the way of response, and the operation of the apparatus
itself. Subjects were then given the opportuni ty to ask questions
about the test and procedure, and to decline participation if they so
desired. They were then asked to wait outside the room and were brought
in for testing one by one. The instructions for the test were then
reviewed wi th each individual as he was seated at the response box
prior to comencement of the experiment.

Stimulus pai rs were then presented one by one on the viewing
screen for his test condition. Each group of six pairs was presented
in 10 consecutive trials wi th no break between groups. As a subject
selected the figure in each pai r that he thought was correct, he pressed
the corresponding (right or left) response button in front of him.
Correct responses were reinforced by a small light in front of the view
screen , while incorrect responses received no reinformcement.

As testing was in progress, the experimenter stood behind the sub-
ject and recorded his responses on an answer sheet. Responses were
also recorded electrically on a two-channel Brush recorder. Upon com-
pletion -of the test, the subject was cautioned not to discuss anything
he had seen or done in the test with those who had not yet been tested.
Thi s request was repeated to the enti re group after all had been through
the test.
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Performances by six of the original 160 subjects were discarded.
Improper operation of the self-pacing buttons that put the tape reader
out of phase with the projector was cause for rejection of three per-
formances. Another- subject in the first (self-paced) group was unable
to follow instructi ons . Timer mal function caused two performances in
the first machine-paced group to be elimi nated.

Seventeen other subjects ’ performances were not used in the data
analysis because of their Navy Basic Test Battery (BIB) scores and/or
demographi c data coul d not be retrieved from computerized records. As
a result of these subject losses, the 137 remaining subjects (white and
nonwhite) were di strib uted as follows : Group 1 (24, 11); Group 2
(25, 12); Group 3 (28, 8); and Group 4 (30, 3).

RESULTS

Ind ividual performances in the test, in the form of number of
correct choices made per tri al per unit of time, were computed to
arri ve at the test measure of effecti veness, Information Processing
Rate (IPR). Specifically, IPR was defined as bits of information cor-
rectly processed per second. Performances in the first trial were not
used, since responses in the initi al trial were dependent wholly upon
chance, and as such were not indicative of learning ability.

The number correct in each tri al was di vi ded by the amount of
time the stimul i were presented to the subject. (In the machine—
paced mode, this was a constant 3 seconds per pair. Scores for the
self-paced group were scaled to indi vi dual rates.)- In both situa-
tions , the 1-sec. cycle time (inter-stimulus time) of the slide pro-
jector was not included in computing IPR. The resultant trial IPR
scores were grouped into three bl ocks of three consecutive trials each.
These figures are listed in Table 2. Rates of processing information
are seen to - general ly increase over blocks of trials for all groups.
(The single exception is the nonwhite subset of Test Group 4, where
performance declines very sli ghtly over trials. This group contained
three subjects.) Overall performances by all groups were qui te similar ,
despite differences in pacing mode and stimul us similari ty between -

groups. Overal l performance by the nonwhites in Test Group 1 (self-
paced) exceeded that of the whites ; the reverse was true for the three
machine-paced groups. Figures 5 and 6 depIct aspects of these situa-
tions. -

The results listed in Table 2 were subjected to an analysis of
variance using a three-way design compensating for unequal cell popul a-
tions by test group , racial group, and blocks of trials as described
by Ki rk (1968). The results of this analysis are presented in Table 3.

-Signifi cant effects were noted between racial groups and among blocks
of trials. The blocks effect is important from the construct validity
standpoi nt in demonstrating that learning did occur over all conditions
of the experiment. It should also be noted that pacing mode and
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• Table 3.

Analysis of Variance of Overall Performance by Test
Group, Racial Group , and Blocks of Trials

Term df SS MS F

Total 243 1,829 , 659.50 — — —
Test Group (T) 3 5 , 082.50 1,694.10 0.230 n.s.

Racial Group (R) 1 31,511.00 31,511.00 4.288 < .05

Trial Block (B) 2 117 ,910.00 58,955.00 8.023 < .001

T X R 3 24,396.00 8 ,131.90 1.106 n.s.

T X B 6 10 ,165.00 1,694.10 0.230 n.s.

R X B 2 21,346.00 10,673.00 1.452 n.s.

T X R X B 6 13,214.00 2,202.30 0.299 n.s.

Error 220 1,616,200.00 7,347.60 — —
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similari ty were confounded in the test group variable in this analysis,
but had the primary effects of either of these variabl es been sub-
stantial , the analysis would have resul ted in a signifi cant F for the
test group vari able. On the other hand, if the effects of both variables
had been substantial , the effects on the test group variable woul d have
been indeterminate because of the possibility that the effects of one
mi ght cancel the effects of the other.

In order to asse ss the effects of pac ing mode, an analysis of
vari ance was conducted us ing the total IPR as the dependent measure
and racial group and pacing as the independent variables . Racial group
was included in the analysis because of the possible interactive effect
with the pacing variable, as suggested in Figure 6. Wi th the data
co l lapsed over b locks of trials , the racial variable was not significant
(Table 4). The pacing effect was not significant and the hypothesized
interactive effect attained a F val ue that was between the .10 and .20
levels of probability .

In order to assess a poss ible s imi larity effect, an analys i s of
variance was conducted using the total IPR as the dependent measure
and racial group and similari ty (stimul us set) as the independent
variables . Only the machine-paced test groups were used for this
analysis. The results, shown in Table 5, found rac ial group to be
signi ficant at less than the 2 percent level of probability, while
similarity and the interaction term were not statistically signifi cant.
In addition to the implications for the similari ty variable , the compar—
ative analysis provi ded by tables 4 and 5 wi th respect to race indicate
that race did have a signifi cant effect when the subjects were machine—
paced but not when they were allowed to pace themselves.

Finally, in order to confi rm that subjects showed a signifi cant
di fference in their learning rates, as one woul d expect from the
s i za ble error terms in all of the preced ing analyses , several analysis
of variance tests were conducted using a repeated measures design wi th
subjects and blocks of trials as the independent variables and the inter-
action of these two effects as the error term. The dependent variable
was the IPR per subject per block. Four such tests were conducted by
partitioning the total sample by race and pacing mode. The F ratios
were all highly significant for subjects and blocks of trials wi th most
of them at the .001 level of probability.

Internal reliability of the test itsel f was investi gated using
a split-half design for each test group and each racial group as well
as for overall performances. Processing rates were compared for trials
4, 6, and 8 against those of trials 5, 7, and 9. In addi tion, scores
on the latter group of trials were compared wi th those obtained on
trials 6, 8, and 10. The former compari son will be referred to as
“ low trials ” and the latter, as “high trials. ”

Correlation coefficients thus obtained were used in the Spearman-
Brown formula for split-half correlations . Both the raw coefficients
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Table 4

• Analysis of Variance of Overall Performance
by Racial Group and Pacing Method

Term df SS MS F

Total 137 465 ,094.994 — — —
Racial Grp CR) 1 4,417.475 4,417.475 1.310 n.s.

Pacing Mode (P) 1 242.501 242.501 0.07]. fl.s.

R X P 1 8, 772.961 8,772.961 2.602 n.s.

Error 134 451,662.057 3,370.612 — —

Table 5

Analysis of Variance of Overall Performance
by Racial Group and Stimulus Set -

(Machine - Paced Only)

Term df 55 . MS F

Total - 102 5,316.928 — — —

Racial Grp CR) 1 342.169 342.169 6.810 .020

Stimulus Set CS) 2 4.758 2.379 0.047 
~~~~~~~~

R X S 2 96.117 48.058 0.956 -n.s.

Error 97 4,873.884 50.246 -—- -
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Table 6 -

Split-Half Reliability Coefficients

Low Trials High Trials
(468 vs 579) (579 vs 6810) Totals

Group r(raw) r (S-B) r(raw) r(S-B) Low High

White .767 .868** .713 .832 **
.865** .872**

Nonwhite .756 .861** .864 .927**

White .800 .889** .865 .928**
2 .871** .921**
Nonwhite .700 .824** .826 •9Ø5** -

White .615 .762** .632 •775**
3 .722** 759**
Nonwhite .367 .537 .535 .697

White .674 .805** .664 .798**
4 .802** 794**
Nonwhite .637 .778 .610 .758

Total s

White .835** .843**

Nonwhite .788** .873**

Combined .824** .851** .838**

*Significant at < .05.

**Significant at < .01.

‘~ote: significance is based on the raw correlations.
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and the Spearman-Brown coefficients are listed in Table 6. A majority
of the coefficients are seen to be statistically significant.

The relationshi p between score s on the experimental tes t and the
traditional methods of measuring Navy recruit potential was investi gated
usin9 the test subjects ’ scores on the Navy General Class ifica tion Test
( GCT) , a major portion of the standard Basic Test Battery (BTB). The
basis for the GCT lies in verbal ability , since the test consists of
sentence completi ons and verbal analogies. Test scores are scaled on
a normalized distribution wi th a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of
10. Performance on the Ari thmetic Reasoning Test (AR!) is often com-
bined with GCT scores to obtain a rough “multiple” used in deteflninThg
Navy technical school eligibility and apti tude.

Pearson product-moment correlations were computed between test
scores and GCT scores obtained from individual service files. (One
nonwhite subject was dropped from this analysis because his GCT score
was not available.) These correlations were determined for racial sub-
groups of subjects falling below and above the GCT mean score of 50,
for both racial groups in toto, and for the entire sample. These figures
are seen in Table 7. Slinificant values of the correlation coefficient
are noted only in the white group as a whole and for the entire sample.
Nonwhi te test scores did not correlate signifi cantly wi th GCT performance.

Table 7

Correlations of Test Performance (IPR) with Navy
General Classification Test (GCT) Score

Group Averages Correlation Coefficient
Group GCT IPR GCT GRP Race GRP Total

Low (<50) 42.67 .208 .316
N=24

Nonwhite
N=33
— High ( �50) 56.89 .207 .601

N 9
— 

. 270**
Low (< 5 0)  42.18 .207 .253

N 17
White — 

223*N 104 - - 
-
.

— High (~ 50) 59.63 .238 .050
N 87

*Significant at e < .05.

**Significant at < .01.
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DISCUSSION

CONSTRUCT VAL I DITY

The test was constructed to be a measure of learning ability with
the implication that learning ability is a manifestation of the intel-
lectual capaci ty of a person. Differences in thi s intel lectual capacity
between individuals was assumed to be measurabl e by the rate with which
new material is learned. Using IPP. as the rate measure, the results
of the trial administration of the test showed that learning took pl ace
and that the rate was di fferent among indi viduals. Moreover, the results
were found to be highly reliable--especially for a 4-minute test--using
an internal (split—hal f) criterion of reliability. Thus, the basic
essential requirements for the construct validity of the test would seem
to have been adequately demonstrated. Addi tional experimentation would
be required to show that it is, indeed , a di fferential measure of in-
tellectual capacity. Probably the best way to demonstrate this essential
requi rement would be to give the test to di fferent age groups. The
fact that the items had been standardi zed for information content (1 bit
per item) woul d make it possible to administer shorter forms of the test--
e.g., four instead of six items--to different age groups and yet have
the IPR mean the same when corrected for total information content of
the stimulus lists .

Earlier in this paper, it was stated that the construct validity
of a test requi red an answer to the question, What does the test measure?
The answer given here is learning ability. But, as Estes (1974) has
argued , a product-defined measure of intelligence or ability does not
provi de an understanding of what i ntelligence is. Rather, the process
should be defined and the relationship- between the process and the pro-
duct measure shoul d be determined. The design of this trial administra-
tion of the test does not provide opportunities to answer the process
question. Since similari ty, however, was not a signi ficant variable,
visual discri minati on of the stimul i would not seem to have been involved
i n the lea rning process. Based on a great deal of research in recent
years in the area of human learning and information process ing, it would
be safe to say that some form of coding of the indi vi dual forms and,
probably, the stimul us pairs as an entity was required. Additionally,
short-term memory was required to hold the information pertaining to one
item in working memory while processing a new item. Here, some sort of
mnemonic device mi ght be involved , and in both cases verbal fluency and
image formation might be the basic skills underlying these processes.
With respect to verbal ability playing a role, the small , significant
correlation between IPR scores and the GCT scores for the white group
would support this contention. Taken in conjunction with this finding,
the absence of a significant correlation for the nonwhite group could
also be seen as not di sconfirming the trend, if it is assumed that the
GCT score is not as good a measure of verbal ability for subjects in
the nonwhite group. These results, however , only emphasize that the
measure of verbal fluency or the capacity to generate useful Images
must be appropriate to the cultura 1 backgrottid of the indi vidual subject.
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CULTURAL IMPLI CATIONS

If the subjects--white and nonwhite--had comparable learning
abilitie~s, no racial group differences would be found on the IPR~The study found no significant di fferences among the self-paced sub-
jects, but a signifi cant difference was found for racial groups in the
machine-paced mode. A problem in attempting to determine from the
experiment data whether the white and nonwhite group di ffered in learn-
ing ability lies in the fact that the subjects were a selected group
that was not representative of America ’s youth in general . As noted,
the average education level was at the 12th grade. The information in
Table 7 shows that 60 percent of the sample was above the median in
GCT scores. There was a considerable difference in racial groups,
however , wi th 84 percent of the white group being above the 50th per-
cent i le, whereas only 27 percent of the nonwhite subjects were in that
category. There -was a small but significant correlation of GCT scores
wi th the IPR, but only for the white group and the entire sample. How
can these data be related to the cultural implications of the test?

With respect to the di fferences noted in the paced and self—paced
groups, it may be that the machine-paced format placed greater pressure
on the subjects and generated greater test anxiety. Where short—term
memory and the learning of discriminations invol ving very similar items
constitute the task, the effects of anx iety coul d be disruptive as shown
by Taylor and Spence (1952) and c~amond (1953) in serial , verbal l earn ing
tasks. For anxiety to have a di fferential effect in the racial groups,
the anxiety induced by the test conditions would have to be greater for
the nonwhite group. This could be true as a part of the larger picture
of differences in test-taking motivation , attitudes, experience, and - . - -

ski ll that have been attributed to different cultural back grounds. If
these contentions are val id, then the self-paced mode woul d be more
cul ture-free in its assessment of the test subject. If the finding
in this trial administrati on of the test for the self-paced condition
should hold up in subsequent administrations , then this woul d be strong
evidence for the culture-fair nature of this test.

The pattern of correlations between the IPR and the subjects ’
GCT scores takes the form that Jensen (l968b) found with children of
high and low socioeconomic (SES) groups. Noting that children from low
SES backgrounds with IQs in the range of 60 to 80 appear to be much -

bri ghter in social and nonscholastlc behavior than their middle - or
upper-mi ddle SES counterparts, he gave groups of such children learning
tasks in the laboratory and compared their -learning performance with
standard intelligence test scores for the children . There was a sub-
stant ial correlation of IQ and learning score s for middle—class children,
but the correlation was negligible for children from low SES backg rounds .
Jensen attributed the di fference to the fact that the learning tasks
and the intelligence tests measured two different levels of intelligence
with the lower level , measured by the learning tasks, being common to
both groups and the other being better represented within the high SES
group. In the present instance , it would seem more parsimonious to con-
jecture that the IPR was a measure of intellectual capability for both
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groups, whereas the GCT, which has been found to be culturally biased
(Stephan , 1973; Thomas, 1972c), was a fair measure only for the white
group. In addition , the significant correlations accounted for only
a very small portion of the variance in IPR scores. Accordingly, it
woul d appear that the multiple discrimination test is indeed culture
fai r and provides an unbiased measure of learni ng ability , at least
in the self-paced form. Larger and more numerically balanced samples
from an unselected population would be necessary to confirm these
conclusions.

TEST AND TESTING CONSIDERATIONS

Discussion in this section will deal wi th the psychometric and
physical aspects of the multiple discriminati on learni ng test. Speci f-
ically, the length of the test , additional matters pertaining to the
pacing mode , and the physical packaging of the test will be cons idered.

Test Length

The decision to stop the test after 10 trials was arbitrary.
Several subjects showed errorless performance within this limi tation.
In the machine—paced m ode where there was a theoretical limi t to the
IPR of .333 bi ts/sec., examination of the third block of trials showed
that the while subjects attained a maximum of 80 percent of this perfect
learni ng rate, while nonwhites reached 69 percent of this quantity.
While it is not possible to tell how many trials are required for per-
fect learning, since a trials-to—criterion design was not used, it woul d
be advisable from a psychometric standpoint to stop short of perfect
learning when the di fference in learning rate among subjects is more
variable. There would also be a tradeoff between a test length of maxi-
mum discriminability among subjects and one of highest reliability ,
whi ch mi ght not be the same. Thus, the optimum test length is not a
simple question that yet remains to be determined.

Pacing Mode

It has been previously shown that pacing mode appeared to have a
difference on test results with the self-paced mode being more cul ture-
fair. From a psychometric standpoint, the difference between the two
methods is that the self-paced mode places no limi t on the IPR that a
subject might attain. This would lead to greater variability among
subjects and , presumably, a more reliabl e differentiation among test
takers. Since many more variables are free to exert thei r effects with
the self-paced mode, it may be, however, that less reliable performance

- may result. The s~1f-paced mode, though, should be more representativeof the manner in which a subject approaches and deals with a problem,
and the results of the testing, as a consequence, would be more general-
izable to real-life situati ons where learning is required. That is, it
shoul d permit greater predictive validtty .
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The self-pacing mode would also be desirable on the basis of the
discussion on the construct validity of the test. There it was stated
that the rate of learning would be the measure of learni ng ability , and
the self-paced mode is the only one that permits an assessment of this
measure. The highest rate in this study was .503 bits/sec., which
occurred in the nonwhite subgroup of the self-paced condition. Accord-
ingly, the self-paced mode would appear to be the better procedure for
this test.

Physical Packaging of the Test

The type of stimulus materials , their presentation method, and
scoring make it relatively simple to institutionalize the test using
teaching machines with true-false or multiple-choice response provisions.
Scoring counters could be readily integrated with the machine. Wi th the
ever-expanding use of computer terminals at remote locations , the test
could eas ily be set up to be admini stered from a central location. Thi s
would permit the ready selection of a test “form” from among several
that coul d be accessed , and scor ing and performance analys i s woul d be
almost instantaneously provided upon compl etion of testing.

A specifi c item that requi res improvement over the set—up used in
this trial administration of the test is the advance procedure in the
sel f-paced mode. In this trial , the subject had to call for the next
stimulus after responding by pressing a button on the side of the re-
sponse unit. As a result, learning times for the self-paced group mi ght
have been slightly biased upwards.

Another feature that requi res investi gation is whether the rein-
forcement should be given by a signal only for correct choices. That
was the procedure in this trial administration . The learning litera-
ture has a large nunter of studies that have investigated positive rein-
forceme nt, negative reinforcement, both positive and negative reinforce-
ment, and correction vs. noncorrection methods--e.g. An na (1965).
There is a good likelihood that the correction method mi ght be best
for this test. That is , the next st imulus i tem will not appear until
the subject presses the correct button . If the subject has initial ly
chosen the incorrect alternati ve, he or she must press the correc t
button. The best mode should be determined by experimentation.

SUMMARY AIID CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this study was to develop a test of learning
ability that woul d not be affected by the cultural background of the
Ind ividual being tested. A test was created using randomly shaped,
2-dimensional polygons presented in pairs in a discrimination learning
paradigm. Three di fferent lists of six such pairs were created so that
mul tiple ~dlscrimination learning was Involved. The lists were presented
individually in a rranner similar to verbal discrimination learning in
both a self-paced and machine-paced mode.
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In a trial administration of the test using Navy recruits as
subjects, significant learning took place over 10 trials. Nonwhite and
white racial groups , which diffe red signifi cantly on thei r Navy General
Classifi cation Test Scores, performed at a comparable level in the self—
paced mode. The adjusted reliability of the test (split-half) was .85.
The correla tion of the test scores with the GCT scores was marginally
signi ficant for the white group and the total sample , but not for the
nonwhite group . There was no difference in performance among the three
lists , which di ffered considerably in the similari ty of the stimul us
materials. This suggested. that any contination of the forms could be
used to create equi valent alternate forms.

It was concluded that a practical test of learn i ng ability that
was culture fair to both the white and nonwhite groups had been demon-
strated. Refinement of the test would be desirabl e with respect to
optimal length , reinforcement procedure (corre cti on vs. nonco rrection) ,
and the physical packaging of the test.
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